Why National Electroless Nickel?

National Electroless Nickel is a Texas based expert applicator of autocatalytic nickel; nickel matrix and nickel composite coatings for anti corrosion, decorative and extended wear properties. We also incorporate Phosphate, Xylan®, Epoxy, and other spray coatings necessary for Oil & Gas, Aerospace and other equipment manufacturers.

Quality: By utilizing our decades of plating application expertise and combining today’s best available process management software, a structured data driven chemical management methodology and analysis tools, we believe we bring a level of sophistication and mastery of plating & process control that is unique in the marketplace.

Versatility: Rack, barrel and spray processes available. Innovative barrel techniques, heavy build, multiple finishes per part, selective finishing, large parts, high volume production runs, vertical integration

Support: Our dedicated staff of finishing engineers are tops in our field and involved from the initial quotation to full production with each part we process. Our professional friendly staff awaits your specific application

Certification: ISO 9001 certified, numerous corporate approvals. Applications for Federal Firearms License (FFL), and National Aerospace and Defense Contractors Accreditation (NADCAP) pending.

Service: Reliable lead times. Fast turn around. National Electroless Nickel offers a variety of finishes to our customers exacting specifications. We are always willing to discuss installing new processes and adding additional plating capacity to meet our customers’ future growth requirements.

Our Pledge To Our Customers:

We’re here to serve you by providing friendly customer service, quality workmanship, competitive prices and unrivaled technical consultation that will enable your organizations continued competitiveness and profitability in an ever increasing global marketplace
Processes we offer:

- Electroless Nickel Plating – Low, Medium, High Phosphorus
- Electroless Nickel Composite Coatings
- Stainless Steel Passivation
- Nickel Electroplating
- Copper Electroplating
- Zinc Phosphate
- Manganese Phosphate
- Oil Coatings
- Dry Film Lubricants
- Xylan® Fluoropolymer
- Teflon® Coating
- Epoxy Coatings
- Chemical Cleaning
- Selective Masking
- Paint Stripping
- Polishing
- Sand Blasting (Glass Bead, Aluminum Oxide, Grit)
- Post Baking to achieve higher hardness
- Expediting
- Gold, Silver and other processes coming soon!

We welcome the opportunity to excel in applications where other job shops may hesitate, including heavy build plating, selective plating or difficult to plate parts with blind holes or capillaries.

Whether you have a straightforward commercial application or a rigorous cutting-edge design, our staff is ready to listen to your requirements and couple a metal finishing solution appropriate to your application.

Let us know how we might help you.
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